Experimental data obtained in cosmic ray investigations at energies above the knee are discussed. All features observed at these energies starting from the knee, changes of mass composition and concluding with various types of unusual events are analysed in the framework of the new hadron interaction model producing blobs of quark gluon matter. Consequences for LHC experiments are considered.
INTRODUCTION
Forthcoming experiments at the LHC in the interval 2÷14 TeV for p-p interactions sharply increase the interest in various predictions (theoretical and experimental) for this energy region.
It is known that many physicists predict the appearance of new particles and states of matter in the TeV energy region, but none of them predicts the appearance of these new objects with large cross section. Values of usually predicted cross-sections are evaluated in nb or even pb. Of course processes with such small cross sections cannot be observed in cosmic rays.
In cosmic ray experiments, the interval 2÷14 TeV in the center of mass system corresponds to 2 × 10 15 ÷10 17 eV in laboratory system, but namely in this energy region the following phenomena were observed: the knee in energy spectrum, change of mass composition and appearance of various unusual events. For their observations in cosmic ray experiments a rather large cross section for new processes is required. If these results obtained in cosmic rays are really physical (not methodical or erroneous) then corresponding phenomena can be found in LHC experiments.
RESULTS OF CR EXPERIMENTS AT LHC ENERGIES
These results can be separated into two basic groups:
• unusual events, which cannot be explained in the framework of existing theoretical models and approaches;
• changes of measured EAS parameters as a function of energy, which can be interpreted as changes in the interaction model.
Various types of unusual events were detected in hadron experiments at high altitudes and in muon investigations. They were discussed in many papers (see f.e. [1, 2] ) therefore in this paper we only list them. In hadron experiments these are: halos, alignment, penetrating cascades, long-flying component, Centauros and Anti-Centauros; in muon experiments: excess of muons in their energy spectrum at energies more than several tens TeV, observation of VHE (> 100 TeV) muons in various experiments. Of course each of these events can be explained by large physical or statistical fluctuations, but it is practically impossible to explain in this way the full set of these unusual events and phenomena. In addition, and this is very impotent, practically all these unusual events are observed at energies above the knee. Attempts to find similar events in accelerator experiments at beam energies which correspond to cosmic ray energies below the knee did not give positive results. Therefore it is possible to consider these events as evidence of new physics at energies above the knee.
If it is believed that the hadron interaction model is not changed in the TeV energy region, all changes in EAS parameter measurements versus primary particle energy can be explained by changes of the cosmic ray energy spectrum and/or mass composition (cosmophysical approach). For that, existing models of acceleration of particles in the Galaxy, and keeping them within it, predict that at knee energies protons begin to reach their acceleration energy limit and leave the Galaxy. Then, with the increase of energy per nucleus, helium nuclei begin to leave the Galaxy, etc.
In the framework of these cosmophysical models the mass composition of cosmic rays must be changed in favour of heavy nuclei, first slowly then more quickly up to iron nuclei. But the experimental situation is the opposite. Evaluations of the average logarithm of mass number ln A based on N µ /N e -ratio (Figure 1 [3] ) and X max ( Figure 2 [4] ) measurements give first a relatively sharp and strong growth of this value and then a slow decrease down to protons. In this situation consideration of an alternative explanation of the behaviour of the measured EAS parameters (nuclearphysical approach) is rather substantiated.
In the nuclear-physical approach, it is assumed that the primary cosmic ray energy spectrum and mass composition above the knee are not seriously changed. All changes in the measured EAS parameters (the knee in EAS size spectrum, the increase of the N µ /N e -XVI International Symposium on Very High Energy Cosmic Ray Interactions ISVHECRI 2010, Batavia, IL, USA (28 June -2 July 2010) Figure 1 : Results of mean logarithmic mass evaluations from Nµ/Ne-ratio measurements [3] .
ratio, the decreasing of X max elongation rate, etc) are produced by the inclusion of new physical processes.
HADRON INTERACTION MODEL WITH QGM PRODUCTION
To explain all unusual events and phenomena from a single point of view a new interaction model must satisfy the following requirements: threshold behaviour of cross section (unusual events begin to appear at energies more than several PeV), large value of crosssection (to be observed in cosmic ray experiments), large orbital momentum (to explain alignment), large yield of leptons (to explain VHE muon excess) and widening possibilities of EAS development (to explain changes in measurements of N e , N µ /N e , X max and other parameters).
The production of quark-gluon plasma (better to speak about quark-gluon matter -QGM) provides the fulfilment of conditions listed above: threshold behaviour, since high temperature (energy) for its appearance is required; large cross section, since in this case transition from quark-quark interaction to the interaction of many quarks and gluons occurs and the geometrical cross section changes from πλ 2 to πR 2 , where R is the size of the QGM blob which is not less than the nucleon radius; large orbital momentum in peripheral ion-ion collisions, since, as was shown in [5] , the quark-gluon plasma as a globally polarized object is produced with orbital momentum, L, which is proportional to √ s, and correspondingly a large centrifugal barrier appears.
The two last points are very important for explaining various phenomena observed in cosmic rays. The transition to collective interactions of many quarks drastically changes the energy in the center of mass system where m N is nucleon mass, m c is compound mass of many interacting quarks in nuclei of nitrogen or oxygen (m c ≥m N ). A sharp change of √ s leads to a corresponding change of the value of orbital momentum, L, and the centrifugal barrier
This barrier will be high for light particles (u, d, s, c, b-quarks) but low for heavy particles (t-quarks). The production of tt-quark pairs with large mass changes the EAS development. Decays of top-quarks t(t) → W + (W − ) + b(b) and consequent decays of W -bosons and b-quarks give an excess of very high energy muons and neutrinos and also multiple hadrons with large transferred momenta.
The possibility of explaining various unusual events in the framework of the new model was discussed in papers [2, 6] . The role of VHE muons in explaining the penetrating cascades observed in the Pamir experiment [7] was discussed in [2] and in more detail in [8] .
As a whole a model of QGM production can explain all unusual events observed in cosmic rays.
DESCRIPTION OF THE COSMIC RAY ENERGY SPECTRUM IN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE QGM MODEL
In the framework of this model, hadrons will be produced at higher altitudes in the atmosphere than usual. Decays of W -bosons into leptons and hadrons give very large fluctuations in EAS development, change the average transition curve and can lead to an underestimation of the EAS energy and appearance of other phenomena: young and old showers, large transferred momenta, changes of X max and N µ /N eratio, etc. To evaluate the EAS energy it is necessary to take into account the energy carried away by topquarks. Of course some part of this energy will be P-2 XVI International Symposium on Very High Energy Cosmic Ray Interactions ISVHECRI 2010, Batavia, IL, USA (28 June -2 July 2010) 3
Figure 3: The all-particle energy spectrum of primary cosmic rays and its explanation in the framework of the cosmophysical approach [9] .
re-injected into EAS development. But in a first approximation, to simplify consideration it is possible to assume that all the energy, ε t , carried away by topquarks is missing. Then the energy in the centre of mass system is decreased ( √ s − ε t , where ε t > 2m t ) and correspondingly the EAS energy will be less than the energy of the primary particle
By this reason we obtain the steepening of the observed spectrum.
Since for the production of quark-gluon matter, not only is high temperature (energy) required but also high density, it is reasonable to assume that at first QGM will be produced in nucleus-nucleus interactions but not in proton-nucleus interactions. This means that in cosmic rays the first component (at the same energy per nucleus) which will interact with the production of QGM will be iron nuclei (or heavier ones), then more lighter nuclei, and finally the last ones protons.
The difference between cosmophysical and nuclearphysical approaches to the interpretation of results of EAS measurements is demonstrated in Figure 3 and Figure 4 . The Figure 3 from [9] illustrates the changes of the contribution of various cosmic ray components into the all-particle energy spectrum in the framework of the cosmophysical approach. Figure 4 illustrates the contribution of various components in the same spectrum in the framework of the nuclear-physical approach. Figure 4 is constructed by the analogy of Figure 3 . The curves in this figure are not a result of calculations; they only illustrate the principal change of the approach. In Figure 3 , real changes of primary spectra of different cosmic ray species are shown. In Figure 4 , the results of measurements of different cosmic ray species are shown, which are really not related with changes of their spectrum slope. So, in this approach the knee is the result of our interpretation of observational data.
For more detailed comparison of predictions of the QGM model with experimental data, corresponding calculations were performed. The key question for this model is a value of threshold energy at which QGM blobs begin to be produced and their mass for various nuclei. Good results were obtained with the following dependences
Comparison with experimental data is shown in Figure 5 .
The energy spectrum obtained in the framework of the simplest model surprisingly well describes the experimental data. Observed changes of composition are also explained. A sharp increase of average mass above the knee is the result of additional detection of EAS from heavy nuclei. At higher energies a slow transition to more light nuclei (up to protons) begins. Results of composition changes obtained by means of N µ measurements are also explained. The number of muons is increasing as a result of muon production not only in the usual scheme of EAS development, but also through decays of heavy particles.
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CONSEQUENCES FOR LHC EXPERIMENTS
If the considered nuclear-physical approach is correct then the following predictions can be made for LHC experiments directed in the search for new physics.
Firstly, for searches of quark-gluon matter with the described properties it is necessary to use nucleusnucleus collisions. For pp-interactions the threshold energy can be more than 10 17 eV for cosmic rays and more than 14 TeV for LHC (unfortunately in cosmic ray experiments it is impossible to check this circumstance). To correspond to conditions of cosmic ray experiments it is better to use nitrogen-nitrogen or oxygen-oxygen interactions.
Secondly, the most clear signature to verify the validity of the considered approach in LHC experiments would be a sharp increase of top-quark production. For that, existing procedures of the search of topantitop pairs -"lepton-jet", "multi-jet" and "dilepton" -can be used. But it is necessary to remark that usually production of tt-quarks in pp-interactions is considered. In nucleus-nucleus interactions the total number of secondary particles and jets will be much greater, and it is possible that the development of new methods of data analysis will be required.
Another possibility is to search for missing energy which will be taken away by three types of neutrinos. Evaluations show that its value can be about 15% of the beam energy.
A very good signature in the search for new physics is the behaviour of the considered characteristics as a function of the energy and mass of beam particles. It is important that for heavy nuclei the threshold energy must be less than for light nuclei.
In this case the situation is similar to experiments in cosmic rays, in which the energy deposit of EAS muon component below and above the knee will be measured ( Figure 6 ). If the new state of matter appears at the knee energy the energy deposit and also behaviour of other EAS characteristics must be changed.
CONCLUSION
Of course the considered model of new physics connected with QGM blob production cannot be the only one and other possibilities exist. But the need to obtain a large cross-section and to suppress decays of new heavy particles (or state of matter) into light quarks makes a choice in favour of QGM very alluring.
